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QUOTABLE
QUOTE
I really only love God as
much as I love the person I
love the least."
Dorothy Day, the Catholic Labour
Movement Leader

Don't walk in front of me, I
may not follow. Don't walk
behind me, I may not lead.
Walk beside me and be my
friend.
Albert Camus, French author

The image of God in us is
our
capacity
for
relationships.
Mark Baker

Next Edition out:
22 January
Conversion of St Paul

DAY

PRESIDER

27 November 2011
8am
9.30am
7pm

Advent Sunday
Holy Eucharist
Sung Eucharist
Procession of Carols for
Advent

4 December 2011
8am
9.30am

Advent II
Holy Eucharist
Sung Eucharist

Rev Pat v.d. Rede
Rev Pat v.d. Rede

11 December 2011
8am
9.30am

Advent III
Holy Eucharist
Sung Eucharist

Rev Pat v.d. Rede
Rev Pat v.d. Rede

18 December 2011
8am
9.30am
7pm

Advent IV
Holy Eucharist
Sung Eucharist
Service of Nine Lessons
and Carols

24 December 2011
5pm
11pm

Christmas Eve
Crib Service for children of
all ages
Midnight Mass

25 December 2011
8am
9.30am

Christmas Day
Holy Eucharist
Sung Eucharist

11am: At Avondrust Court

Eucharist

Fr Derek Pratt
Presider: Rev Pat v.d.Rede
Preacher: Fr Derek Pratt
Fr Derek Pratt

1 January 2012
9am Note Time

The Circumcision
Holy Eucharist

Fr Derek Pratt

Fr Derek Pratt
Fr Derek Pratt
Fr Derek Pratt

Fr Derek Pratt
Fr Derek Pratt
Fr Derek Pratt

Led by Fr Derek Pratt
Fr Derek Pratt
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DIOCESAN FINANCES

THE GOLD
WRAPPING PAPER

O

O

n 19 November 2011 we
played host to the
Churchwardens and rectors of the
Diocese as they discussed the
Diocesan budget.
This is the opportunity that
Churchwardens and treasurers have
of addressing the 2012 Diocesan
budget especially the assessments
each parish has to pay (see below)
The money that the diocese collects
from us (St Paul’s Parish) each
month is in two areas. The first is
called clergy recovery cost which is
really all the expenses that having a
full-time clergy person in the parish
costs.
For 2012 this will be
R149 000 p.a. This is not only
stipend but also employers
contribution for health fund, pension
scheme, UIF etc. This amount is
about R10 000 per year (or less
than R1000 per month) more than
last year.
The Archbishop has
indicated that Cape Town Diocese
is starting to lag behind other
dioceses in stipends and thus he has
requested a slightly high than
inflation increase (7.5% vs 6%). If
you want a full time priest R149 000
is how much you need to pay.
The second area is Diocesan Costs.
This is the money needed to run
support services for parish ministry
(chaplains at hospitals and university
etc.) as well as administration costs
and bishop’s costs. The Diocese has
budgeted for a R1.5million loss in
2012. Each parish is assessed on its
income and an amount calculated to
pay for the diocesan costs. We
have been assessed to pay
R154 000p.a.
There are 41 parishes in the Cape
Town Diocese and the cost of
running the Diocese is R7.68million.
Divide that by 41 and you get
R187 424 per parish. In other
words, if each parish paid R187 000
there would be no deficit.
Obviously the smaller parishes and
those in the poorer areas cannot

afford this.
On the other hand
those that can, parishes such as
Bergvliet, Constantia, St Thomas’s,
pay more and subsidise the rest. In
fact only 11 out of 41 parishes are
paying more that R187 000.
Where does St Paul’s fit in? Well,
we are 13th – we are being
subsidised to the tune of R33 000
per year. So the least we can do is
pay the share we have been asked
to pay.
What is interesting is that if we take
the diocesan deficit of R1,5 million
divide that among the 41 parishes
we get about R36 000 from each
parishes. Now at St Paul’s we get
about 120 people every Sunday at
both services so dividing R35 000 by
120 we get R304 and divide that by
52 (weeks in a year) we get R5-86
per week. Perhaps later next year
we should have a special free will
voluntary offering of R300 from each
parishioner and send it as our
offering to write off the diocese’s
deficit.
So I hope that many of you will
increase your given in 2012.
Remember this is not a gift to
Derek’s Church, or to Bishop
Garth’s Church or to Archbishop’s
Thabo’s Church but to God’s
Church – Your gift to God for
2012.

nce upon a time, a man punished
his five-year-old daughter for
using up the family’s only roll of
expensive gold wrapping paper before
Christmas.
Money was tight, so he became even
more upset when on Christmas Eve, he
saw that the child had used the
expensive gold paper to decorate a large
shoebox she had put under the
Christmas tree.
Nevertheless, the next morning the
little girl, filled with excitement, brought
the gift box to her father and said, "This
is for you, Daddy!"
As he opened the box, the father was
embarrassed by his earlier overreaction,
now regretting how he had punished
her.
But when he opened the shoebox, he
found it was empty and again his anger
flared. "Don't you know, young lady,” he
said harshly, “when you give someone a
present there's supposed to be
something inside the package!"
The little girl looked up at him with
sad tears rolling from her eyes and
whispered: "Daddy, it's not empty. I
blew kisses into it until it was all full."
The father was crushed. He fell on his
knees and put his arms around his
precious little girl. He begged her to
forgive him for his unnecessary anger.
An accident took the life of the child
only a short time later. It is told that the
father kept this little gold box by his bed
for all the years of his life. Whenever he
was discouraged or faced difficult
problems, he would open the box, take
out an imaginary kiss, and remember the
love of this beautiful child who had put it
there.
In a very real sense, each of us as
human beings have been given an
invisible golden box filled with
unconditional love and kisses from God.
There is no more precious possession
anyone could hold.
Fred Burks
info

on the
WantToKnow.
website
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STOP BAD VESTMENTS!
from the incense
thurible) and the
repairs
already
done.
We have a beautiful
white frontal with
an
embroidered
picture of the Risen
Christ but such a
dreadful set of
white vestments.
Because of this I
Here you see a High mass in progress. The Priest is in the wear
my own
centre with a ‘Y’ orphrey and a stole around his neck with a chasuble and stole
cross to the rear. On the left is the Deacon in a dalmatic and w h e n
white
standing behind the priest is the subdeacon in a tunicle.
vestments
are
required.
At
e at St Paul’s are very
present we are investigating the
fortunate to have a set of
possibility of purchasing a white of
vestments for each season of the
vestments which will include a
church’s year.
Some of these
chasuble, a tunicle, a dalmatic, stoles,
vestments are showing their age!
pall and burse.
Maybe from the pews you don’t
The set in the picture above
notice the worn collars, the small
is very traditional in design,
holes (perhaps caused by hot coals
certainly we can get
something more artistically
modern and attractive but
not O.T.T. as some
vestments shown below.
If we are to go about getting
a new white set of
vestments, needless to say
we must try to match the
design of these vestments to
two white frontals we have
in the parish. And also
needless to say these don’t come
cheap, so we have to be careful and
p en n y- w i se in ou r c h oi c es.
Unfortunately, we don’t print the
Caritas in colour so you can see
some ‘bad’ vestments I found on the
internet in all their glory!

W

Here is an example of what I’m talking
about. This chasuble is bright yellow!
Now, can anyone tell me what part of
the liturgical year YELLOW
represents? I must tell you, this kind of
thing is not "cool."
It is not
"emergent."
I t i s j u s t p l ai n
embarrassing.

We must remember that vestments
are a symbol of office, the liturgical
year, and the liturgy. They are not
personal fashion statements. They
are not liturgical accessories. If you
understand that the leaders at
liturgical services are to be
representative of the people
gathered, and that the role of the
presiders at liturgical services is to
be as transparent as possible

(meaning, not being a distraction),
why would one freely chose to wear
vestments that call attention to the
individual? The only explanation I
have is poor taste, or poor training,
or both.
It seems to me that Anglicans from
the United States are often the
worse offenders when it comes to
poor taste in vestments. And it
seems to be a fad that is not passing
quietly into the oblivion in which it
belongs.
Am I being too traditional? Should
we be moving away from our
traditional vestments to ones more
acceptable to modern younger
worshippers? Perhaps. In order to
get the full affect of bad taste
vestments, go to this website, http://
badvestments.blogspot.com

BTW, to those who should know
better, blue is an alternative colour
for Advent. Purple is appropriate for
Lent. Using those colours during
other seasonal times is simply reason
to question the quality of a person's
liturgical training. The cope and
mitre worn above are in purples,
blues and orange. It is worn by the
newly elected Bishop of the Diocese
of Washington, D.C.
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(2) The new uniforms of the
Turin Cathedral Tigers slowpitch softball team.
(3) An actual chasuble that you
can buy if you want to.
(4) A really bad idea.

Would you like your bishop to wear a
chasuble like this one? What comes to
mind is a McDonald's Hamburger! We
all know about Ronald McDonald.
What do we have here?
The Hambishop Ronald McDonald?

Now I know that the Holy Spirit is
often compared to a dove ... but a
parrot? What does this say about its
wearer’s preaching ability?
Finally a bishop’s mitre and cope. Lucky
for you that this is in black and white
because in real life it is in red, blue,
green, orange and yellow!

Personally, I don’t think that these
waistcoats are too bad. Perhaps a bit
too 1960s tie-dyed hippy-look. It does,
however, draw a bit excess attention to
this priest.
Now, what on earth
is this?
Some
suggestions found in
the comments under
this picture included:
(1)
Something
purchased at a tacky
Italian tourist shop
that specializes in
relieving Americans
of excess money.
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(Continued from page 5)

Memories continued
were contemporaries, and both
served at St Paul’s as either
Churchwardens or sides men.
The Silberbauers’ daughter, who
was a little older than me, was
also at Rustenburg, where we
both matriculated.
Before Rosendale Court (on the
corner of Roslyn Road and
Rosedale Road) was built, (in
1954/5) there was a double/
storied large boarding house,
also with a large lovely garden,
extending from the Main Rd,
down to Roslyn Rd.
The
boarding house was run by an
elderly couple the McLachlan’s,
who catered mainly for young
folk, usually from the country,
who were working in Cape
Town, and it was run like ‘a
home from home’. The husband
was crippled but had a good
team of gardeners, and a
beautiful garden – he used to sell
‘cut flowers’ to the local
residents for 6d a bunch.
Eventually an annexe to the
boarding house was built on the
Roslyn Rd. side of the garden – a
lovely Tudor style building. The
present Jacaranda trees and the
Japanese tulip with the lovely
pink flowers were left standing
when Rosendale Court was built
on the site.
I am not sure when the grounds
of the Duncan’s house (the
Rectory) were sub-divided, but
the house which until recently
stood where the new Town
Houses now are, was built by
Mr. Silberbauer , for his younger
son Ivan, who married another
Rondebosch/Rustenburg friend
of mine, Jess Wood. Ivan was
wounded in the war, in the
Mediterranean Sea, and died, I
would say, some 20/30 years
ago. His widow is in a home
further down the line.
These memories will conclude in the
next Caritas
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Historical Jottings

MEMORIES
I asked Phil Hewitt to jot down some
memories of the old Rondebosch she
grew up in. This is the second of three
episodes, perhaps other readers of Phil’s
vintage might like to add more details or
fill the gaps in Phil’s memories.
I would also appreciate others writing
their memories of St Paul’s and
Rondebosch. They don’t have to be
published but they would make up a
written memoir of events in Rondebosch’s
history to be stored in the St Paul’s
Archives.

B

efore the war days, prisoners at
Roeland St., jail were brought
each morning to Rondebosch with a
guard, and were marched along the
Main Rd., to a gate leading up to
Westbrooke, where they worked in
the gardens, which were beautiful.
Groote Schuur Ave. was always open
to the public, and it was lovely walk
right up to the zoo, passing between
t h e t w o b eau t ifu l h omes of
‘Westbrooke & Groote Schuur’, the
latter having a wonderful garden of
hydrangeas, on a slope, and visible
from the road. At Christmas time
there were masses of hydrangeas, and
nurses from various hospitals were
allowed to come and pick them to
decorate the wards- a lovely gesture!
Phil’s brother Reg
My brother Reg, had joined the choir
at St Paul’s. I would say, about 6/7
years before the 1939/45 war. He had
been part time in the RNVR, and
when he joined up was seconded to
the royal Navy on the ‘HMS Neptune’
and they went “way down” South
hunting “Raiders”, where they
remained for quite a time.
Reg
narrowly missed death when the
‘Neptune’ returned to Simonstown
and he was transferred ashore, to wait
being posted to the Aircraft Carrier
‘Hermes’.
In the meantime the
‘Neptune’ was refitted and went out
East, where she was shortly
afterwards, bombed, and sunk with
one survivor.
After joining the
‘Hermes’ in Simonstown, before she
sailed, Reg and a couple of other

by Phil Hewitt

RNVR’s were again put ashore, to
make room for more senior qualified
crew.
The ‘HMS Hermes’ also went out
East, and she too was lost – the
brother of a friend of mine, who was
on the ‘Hermes’ was killed and our
family never failed to realize how
close God was to our family, in
keeping Reg safe. I have always felt so
blessed, as had Reg been taken from
us, I would not have the wonderful
family
I have
nowhis children,
their
Each day,
Lane
Denson,
the founding
children,
and
now
their
2
beautiful
editor of The Covenant Journal,
babiesalsooccahave a
writes, 4asgenerations.
he describes it,I "an
nephew
in
Australia,
his
wife,
their
sional piece, intentionally daily, but
children
and their children, and again,
not likely."
2 lovely babies. What a blessing!
I am not sure if Reg went back into
the choir after the war, as he married
and lived in Pinelands, where their
family worshipped at St Stephens.
Their 2 boys were married there; the
elder one & his family are still
members of St Stephens, the younger
one being in Australia as above.
Before the organ in St Paul’s was
moved ‘upstairs’ when additions were
made to the Church, it, together with
the choir were visible to the
congregation. The organ and organist
were behind the original choir stalls
(on the vestry side) and the choir
men and boys were seated on both
the vestry and chapel sides.
Before the war there were quite a
few choir men and boys. Some of the
names I remember were, Bernard
Winter (Pat’s husband), Will
Sotherton, Richard Simons, Norman
Smith, Con. Silberbauer and my
brother Reg Hallock plus Gerald
Abernethy, - the choir master was a
Mr. McConnell. There was a photo in
the vestry at one time – (now in the
St Paul’s Archives) After the choir
practice on a Friday night, some of
the choir men used to go to Randall’s
Pub on the block just before Grotto
Rd. Gerald Abernethy (known to the
others as the Bishop of Rondebosch)
eventually became the Diocesan
Secretary at St George’s Cathedral.

My Dad had died in 1954, my Mum in
1968 (31st December) and Reg in
1983, all from very distressing
illnesses. My brother’s wife died in
2009.
The Rectory
Again going back to the earlier days,
the original grounds of the now
rectory and Goodwin Cottage,
extended as far as, and including the
grounds of the Town Houses,. (there
was no St Paul’s Crescent) and right
down to the Liesbeek River. The
property was owned by, (and lived in),
a Mr Duncan, (a then, Director of
Jutas), his wife and their sons. They
had a beautiful garden well maintained
by an elderly coloured gentleman who
lived on the premises. He was also
their chauffeur with white coat and
peaked cap!
Opposite, where Park Lane Flats now
stand there was a lovely double
storied, thatch roofed house, bounded
by the 4 roads presently there. It was
owned, and also lived in, by a well
known Rondebosch family, by the
name of Petty. Their sons were
contemporaries of my brother. They
too had a lovely garden full of fruit
trees, and as children we were always
helping ourselves to that which hung
over the garden fence. The owners
knew this and didn’t mind. But one
day they asked if we wouldn’t like to
come in and help ourselves, which
rather spoilt our fun, but it was kind of
them.
On the grounds where Roslyn
Gardens stands was another lovely
home, also on a large plot extending
up to the back of where Whitehall
Court now stands. This home was
owned, and lived in by the Silberbauer
family. Mr Silberbauer was a senior
partner in a firm of attorneys of that
name in Cape Town. Their elder son
Conrad was also in the choir at St
Paul’s, which he eventually left to
become a Catholic Priest.
Mr. Silberbauer Snr.

and my Dad

(Continued on page 4)
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ANGLICAN DIVERSITY
W

hy is the Christian Church (and
t h e An g li c an Ch u r ch i n
particular) so diverse? So often people
point to the opening chapters of Acts
and indicate it as the ideal of a united
church – people of God – and they pray
(or demand from Christian leaders) that
the Church today should be like that. Of
course, their hope (? demand) would be
that the worldwide church be more like
their church not like the church next
door or down the road.
But the Anglican Church is very diverse
with evangelical, Anglo-Catholic
charismatic wings to the Church. Peter
Wyngaard (head of the Anglican House
of Studies in Pietermaritzburg) attempted
to answer this question in the keynote
paper he gave at the Theological Ministry
Consultation at Modderpoort last week.
He indicated that the early church was
not a single cohesive body as is
understood if we read Acts as history.
He proposed the idea of three
trajectories of church which developed
over time.
• The first of these Peter called
the Johannine trajectory. This
was a church that understood
itself to be an egalitarian group
of people who did not need any
human leaders or teachers,
because all were taught by the
"paraclete".
•

•

The second trajectory was the
Pauline group. This was a
Greek-speaking church, which
embraced the primacy of the
resurrected Christ and turned
away from the Jewish temple
traditions.
The third, Jerusalem, trajectory,
led by James the brother of
Jesus, focussed on the temple
cultus.

These three trajectories merged over
the three centuries after Christ, although
they lost some of their adherents into
other groups such as the Ebionites, the

Marcionites, the Gnostics and the
Montanists. [See graphic
demonstrating this].
Each of these trajectories brought to
the Great Church their sacred texts
and theologies. The Johannine
trajectory brought to the church
John's Gospel, the three Johannine
epistles and the book of Revelation.
The Pauline trajectory brought both
the genuine and pseudo-Pauline
epistles as well as Mark’s gospel. The
Jerusalem church brought Matthew's
gospel, the epistles of James and
Jude, the Jewish holy texts (Old
Testament) and other books such as
the Didache.
The result is that the Church has a
rich range of sacred texts to draw
upon for its theological development.
The Anglican Church in Southern
African also reflects this diversity.
The Anglican Church in Southern
Africa was formally established under
Archbishop Gray with the first
Provincial Synod of 1870. It is a
church which is "episcopally led and
synodically governed". The Anglican
Church represents a diverse range of
styles of spirituality and worship,
influenced by the Evangelical revival
in England under the auspices of the
Wesleys starting around 1730, and a
century later by the Anglo-Catholic
revival under Cardinal Newman.
Whilst Anglo-Catholicism was the
dominant strand in Southern Africa,
the Evangelicals were also present.
There were two other strands in
Southern African Anglicanism, one
being what we could call the
charismatic strand, consisting of two
main movements. The first was the
movement commonly shortened to
Iviyo, but its correct name is Iviyo
loFakazi bakaKristu. This movement
was founded by Canon P J Mbatha
and Bishop Alphaeus Zulu in 1948.
The other charismatic movement
was within the white Anglican
Church and reached its peak under

Archbishop Bill Burnett during the
1970's.
Both these movements
introduced a much more open style
of worship into the church.
The final strand within South African
Anglicanism is what l will refer to as
the Social Gospel strand. this strand
arose in the nineteenth century in
the United States, from an
understanding that the gospel must
translate into the transformation of
society. Obviously within this strand
there is a strong focus on issues of
justice, not just within the church but
also in society. In South Africa, this
was lived out in the struggle against
apartheid and continued around
issues of the ordination of women
and the rights of the marginalised
such as the poor, the unemployed,
and those who are HIV positive.
Within each of these strands, there
would also be a spectrum from
conservative to liberal.
Peter went on to describe how the
very nature of the church is
understood. Putting it simply Peter
gave the following description:
The Anglo-Catholics understand the
church sacramentally. Their style of
worship tends to be fairly formal
with such additions as holy water,
incense, processions, colour,
movement, drama. The focus of
worship is around the altar and the
role of the priest is key in dispensing
the sacraments. Typically, AngloCatholics would understand there to
be seven sacraments. Part of the
spiritual discipline of the AngloCatholics would be a daily Eucharist.
Their spiritual forbearers were the
Jerusalem church, with its emphasis
on the temple cultus and sacrifice.
They would view the Eucharist as a
‘blood-less sacrifice’.
The Evangelicals have a strong focus
on preaching and the primacy of the
Word. Personal conversion is one of
the fundamental steps in the growth
of the evangelical church. The focus
of worship is preaching and
(Continued on page 7)
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response. Doctrine is important and
most Evangelicals consider there to
be only two sacraments: baptism and
communion. Holy Communion, for
the Evangelicals, would occur as
seldom as once a month or once a
quarter. The major Sunday worship
service would be praise and worship
service or Matins (Morning Prayer) &
Evensong. Bible Studies and Prayer
Meetings during the week would
compose a critical component of
Evangelicalism.
Their spiritual
forbearers would be the Pauline
trajectory with its strong focus on
teaching.
The Charismatics emphasise the
person of the Holy Spirit who
continues the work of Jesus in the
present-day church. In a sense, there
is no need for the ordained minister,
because it is the Spirit who leads
teaches, equips and revives the
church. Central to the charismatic
movement is a personal experience of
the Holy Spirit, which in Western
terms, is often referred to as "being
slain in the Spirit" Important in this
strand are gifts of the Spirit, such as
speaking in tongues, healing,
prophecy, casting out of unclean
spirits and words of knowledge.
Worship services are not necessarily
central, as most of these experiences
tend to happen in prayer meetings
during the week.
A charismatic
worship service is less liturgical and
more free in form, to enable
participation of all the members of
the church. Their spiritual forbearers
would be both the Pauline trajectory
with its strong focus on the teaching
ministry, and the Johannine trajectory
with the community being led by the
Spirit.
Within the Social Gospel strand, the
focus is not primarily on the church
or on worship but on social action.
Worship must lead to social
transformation of the society, or it is
irrelevant The priest’s role is to the
lead the people in challenging unjust
structures within the church and
within society.
Therefore the
worship needs to reflect these norms
and values.
Peter’s

actual

talk

addressed

ordinat ion but I thought his
description of the three trajectories
was so good it was worth sharing with
you without getting more complicated
with discussion on ordination in these
streams.
Yes, we are diverse as Anglicans and I
think we should acknowledge this
diversity with joy – not with fear of
being oppressed or with the arrogance
of saying our way is the only way.
Also we need to acknowledge that
whichever stream of Anglicanism we
belong to, its foundation can be traced
right back to the early Church.

Peter Wyngaard, whose paper is
the basis of this article
Peter Wyngard’s graphic showing how the diversity in the
Early Church led to diversity within the world wide church
right through to today.
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Mission Statement of St Paul’s Parish
incorporating the Anglican UCT Chaplaincy
… to be a united fellowship of diverse people dedicated to
worshipping God and spreading the Gospel in the power
and compassion of the Holy Spirit.

Back Page Humour:

Staff at St Paul’s
Rector: Fr Derek Pratt
021 685 6940
0794968123
UCT Chaplain & Assistant Priest:
Fr Christopher Swartz
021 685 6295
Non Stipendary Assistant Priest:
The Reverend Pat van der Rede
0846821542
Parish Secretary:
Mrs Arlene Christian
021 689 4720
Musical Director:
Mr Grant Brasler
0716733687
DAD’S CHRISTMAS NIGHTMARE

This cartoon is a response to recent advertisements
on busses in the UK which stated: “There
probably is no God. Now, stop worrying and
enjoy your life.“ The advert was paid for by the
British Humanist Society, richarddawkins.net and
Atheistcampaign.org

